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ABSTRACT

We describe a system for interactive animation of cloth, which can be used in e-commerce applications, games
or even in virtual prototyping systems. In order not to restrict the shape of the cloth we use a triangulated mesh,
which serves as basis of a mass-spring system. For the animation of the particles internal and external forces are
considered. Since cloth is a very rigid material when stretched, extremely large forces occur in such a system.
Several methods have been described in the recent years to solve the underlying differential equations efficiently.
We describe an algorithm which replaces the internal cloth forces by several constraints and therefore can easily
take large time steps. These constraints can be parameterized to generate different behavior of the simulated cloth.
Furthermore we provide an algorithm for an efficient avoidance of self collisions. For these reasons very plausible
animations of cloth at interactive rates are possible with our system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Several cloth models have been proposed in the last
decade. Some of them aim to reproduce the phys-
ical behavior of cloth [Bre94, Ebe96, Vol95, Bar98,
Vol01]. Even more accurate ones are [Ebe00, Hau01,
Cho02]. Others are able to generate approximate, but
plausible animations in the context of interactive VR
applications or games [Mey01, Kan01, Jak01, Kan02].
Some recent work [Cor02] combines fast geometric
with physical methods for interactive animation of
dressed humans. The model presented in this paper
belongs to the category of approximate methods, since
the computational efforts needed for accurate simula-
tions are too large for real-time or interactive applica-
tions.
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In particular, when the piece of cloth should be able to
move freely through 3D-space, some simplifications,
which are possible, when animating dressed humans,
can not be made.

One problem of cloth modelling is the efficient solu-
tion of stiff differential equations. These equations
result from the formulation of internal forces, which
are very large for most cloth, since it resists strongly
against stretch. With explicit integration methods, like
the one described in [Ebe96], the time step must be
very small for the system not to diverge. This results
in a large computational effort. Larger time steps can
be taken by using an implicit method like the ones de-
scribed in [Bar98, Hau01, Vol01]. But these methods
are not able to compute real-time animations of cloth
with a sufficient number of particles, because they re-
quire the solution of a linear system. Although this
system is usually sparse, its solution with a modified
conjugate gradient method takes nevertheless about
O(n1.5) time wheren denotes the number of particles
[Bar98].

In [Mey01] an approximate implicit method is de-
scribed, which is able to animate systems composed
of several hundred particles. The method uses a pre-
computed filter matrix of sizeO(n2) which is applied



at every time step. Although extremely fast for a
small number of particles the advantage of this method
against implicit methods vanishes for a larger number
of particles. While experimenting with this method
we noticed that after moving the cloth it lasted sev-
eral seconds for it to reach its final position. This
means, that their method is perfectly stable but the
evolution of cloth motion is below real-time. This
may be due to damping caused by the approximate
implicit integration scheme. Similar experiences were
also made by [Kan00, Kan01]. Therefore, this re-
search group developed a method, which improves the
work of [Mey01] by replacing the filter matrix with
an update formula, which only considers neighboring
particles for the filtering. This solves the problem of
theO(n2) matrix, but since only direct neighbors are
considered only a few mass points can be used. There-
fore the authors added wrinkles and more details by
using so-called wrinkled cubic spline curves for cal-
culating in-between nodes. The wrinkles generated by
this method are not physically motivated.

Recently, an innovative method was presented, which
uses two layers of meshes — a sparse mesh for global
motion and a fine mesh for more realistic appearance
and details [Kan02]. This method is able to animate
thousands of particles in real-time. But it does not
handle self-collisions, which is an important part of
cloth animation. Additionally, since it is an improve-
ment of [Kan01], it can handle only several hundred
particles in the sparse mesh. The particles in the fine
mesh are influenced only by internal forces but not by
external ones. In our approach internal and external
forces are calculated for all particles. Furthermore,
since there are only a few particles in the sparse mesh,
it will be difficult to animate a highly curved piece of
cloth, which is needed when the cloth falls onto the
ground and piles up or when the user grabs it on one
end only. The later is shown in figure 1.

Another kind of optimization is possible when ani-
mating dressed humans since most parts of a garment
do not change position relative to the moving body
[Cor02, Rud02]. In [Cor02] a system is described
which allows real-time animation of complex dressed
humans. To achieve this tremendous performance, the
particles of the garments are divided into three lay-
ers. The ones belonging to the first and the second
layer are treated mostly geometrically and only parti-
cles of the third layer are animated by physical meth-
ods. To get a further speed-up, no tests for self colli-
sions are done. The technique for animating garments
described in [Rud02] relies also on the presence of a
human body. The particles are moved mainly accord-
ing to the motion of the human body. Additionally, an
explicit euler integration scheme is used for describ-
ing the interactions between particles. Because most
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Figure 1: A round table top is hold at one end. In
(a) and (b) the self collision detection is enabled. In
(c) and (d) it is disabled. Self intersections are clearly
visible. The view of (b) and (d) is from below.

of the motion of a particle is determined by geometric
criteria, the system remains stable even for large time
steps and consequently it is capable to animate gar-
ments in real-time. As in the system above, no self-
collisions are handled. Since our system shall be able
to animate cloth without any underlying body or other
shape, both techniques can not be applied here.

Until now we did not discuss the problem of colli-
sion detection between the cloth itself and between the
cloth and rigid bodies. In the area of cloth-object col-
lision detection several methods were proposed in the
last years. The most suitable ones for interactive ap-
plications are image space or voxel-based techniques
[Zha00, Vas01, Mey01]. They tend to be much faster
than classical approaches using bounding volume hi-
erarchies [Bar98].

Recently an algorithm for robust treatment of col-
lisions which also models cloth thickness was pre-
sented [Bri02]. The animations shown in the pa-
per are really impressive and demonstrate the power
of the algorithm. Unfortunately such a proper han-
dling of self collisions is computationally too expen-
sive for interactive applications. As mentioned above,
none of the interactive cloth animation systems did
implement self collision handling routines yet. Al-
though some speedup techniques basing on the cur-
vature of the cloth surface are known [Vol00, Pro97],
self-collision handling is often dropped to get real-
time performance.

2. OVERVIEW
In this paper we describe an algorithm, which is able to
animate a piece of cloth in real-time. The cloth can be
dragged interactively around using the mouse. During
the animation, collisions with the environment and self



collision are handled. All particles of the cloth are in-
fluenced by internal and external forces. The novel as-
pect of our algorithm is, that we handle internal forces
purely by constraints. They are derived from real cloth
behavior and although they give a strong simplifica-
tion of reality, different types of cloth can be visual-
ized. External forces like gravity are applied normally
and are integrated over time. This results in a system,
which can be integrated explicitly and nevertheless is
stable for large time steps. Additionally, self-collision
treatment is integrated easily in this system. Nearby
particles are kept away from each other by constraints
similar to the ones used for the internal forces.

3. THE CLOTH MODEL
Currently, the standard approach to the physically
based simulation of cloth is the use of particle sys-
tems. A piece of cloth is discretized into a set of par-
ticles. Our goal is the animation of arbitrary shaped
cloth. Therefore we have chosen to use triangular
meshes for representing the discretized cloth. More-
over it is possible to connect several pieces of cloth
to form garments without any topological restrictions.
The choice of triangular meshes has some influence on
our system, but generally all methods described in this
paper can be applied to rectangular meshes as well.
The edges of the triangle mesh represent the struc-
tural springs and the vertices are the particles or mass
points. Additionally bending springs are inserted be-
tween the two opposite particles of two adjacent trian-
gles. Since the triangulation is not a regular one, not
all particles have equal mass. The mass of one particle
is computed by the following formula

mi = mpm ·
∑

adj. triangles

areaj

3
(1)

whereareaj is the area of a triangle andmpm is a
cloth parameter which stands for the mass per square
meter of the fabric. The idea behind this formula is to
assign one third of the area of each adjacent triangle
to each particle.

The movement of each particle is governed by the well
known Newton’s equation of motion

fi = mi · ai = mi ·
d2xi

dt2
(2)

wherexi ∈ R3 denotes the position of the particle,
fi ∈ R3 the force acting on it,ai ∈ R3 the acceleration
andmi the mass of the particle. To solve equation 2
we have to determine the external and internal forces
which are affecting the particle

fi = Fint + Fext. (3)

Since the forces can by split into external and internal
forces, we will describe first, how we handle internal

forces. After that we will show how to deal with exter-
nal forces and constraints. Finally, we will show, how
to efficiently integrate the equation over time in order
to yield the new positions of the particles.

Internal forces by constraints
The way the particles interact with each other distin-
guishes the cloth models described in the literature.
Tremendous effort has been done to develop mod-
els which reflect real cloth behavior [Bre94, Ebe96,
Vol95, Bar98, Hau01, Cho02]. These models consider
properties like shear, anisotropic stretch and bending.
Our model is much simpler than those, but will re-
flect approximations to stretch and bending proper-
ties. Since we believe, that in most cases shear and
anisotropic stretch can be neglected, we did not take
them into account. Nevertheless, our model can be
extended to handle these by using rectangular meshes
instead of triangular meshes.

To justify our model we begin with reviewing shortly
the most simple model – a mass-spring system – which
is used in current interactive systems [Mey01, Kan02].
Interaction between linked particles is handled by lin-
ear springs. The resulting force is calculated by

fij = kij(‖xj − xi‖ − lij) ·
xj − xi

‖xj − xi‖
. (4)

wherekij denotes the spring constant andlij is the rest
length of the spring. Using linear springs is unfortu-
nate since the stretch of cloth is nonlinear. It becomes
extremely stiff after the elongation exceeds a certain
threshold. One solution is to take very large spring
constants and use an implicit method for solving the
differential equations [Bar98, Vol01, Cor02]. Another,
older approach is to use springs with a smallkij and
to apply a post step correction for springs which are
overly elongated. This idea is after [Pro95]. The algo-
rithm iterates over all springs and moves the two parti-
cles together along their common axis. Both particles
are either moved by the same distance or, in the case
of external constraints, only one of them is moved.
This was followed and applied also in the context of
an approximate implicit integration scheme [Mey01].
In [Vas01] the post correction of particle positions was
converted into a correction of velocities, so that the
over-elongation never occurs. Since our model, as
described later, does not use velocities at all, we did
not follow this approach. Another inspiring idea is af-
ter [Jak01], where each spring is modelled as a stick
which does not change length at all. This results in a
very stiff cloth which can by animated fast and robust
in the means of stability.

Our method heads for a similar direction, but takes
some steps further than the prior approaches. We sim-
ply set thekij to zero, i.e. we are not using any springs
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Figure 2: A tabletop consisting of 1600 particles draped on a sphere in real-time. The coefficients for the bending
constraints are 0.89 for (a) and 0.99 for (b). The coefficients for structural constraints were not changed.

for our computation. Only the post correction as pro-
posed by [Pro95] will take place. But now nothing
hinders the cloth to collapse since no springs are ac-
tive. Therefore we also add an additional constraint
for too short springs.

To compute the new particle positions we determine in
the first step the direction and length of the correction
vector by

u =
xj − xi

‖xj − xi‖
(‖xj − xi‖ − dmax · lij) (5)

wheredmax · lij is the maximal allowed length. By re-
placingdmax with dmin we get the formula for com-
pressed springs. Due to our discretization all particles
have different masses. Therefore we can not simply
move both particles by0.5 · u to fulfil the constraint
because this would change the center of mass. If the
correction vector is weighted by

m1 =
mi

mi + mj
(6)

m2 =
mj

mi + mj
(7)

and added according to

xi + = m2 · u (8)

xj − = m1 · u (9)

the center of mass stays constant. Furthermore it be-
comes easy to add external constraints by changing
m1 andm2 to appropriate values. We refer to the next
section for details.

Finally, the bending springs are replaced by con-
straints as well. They are handled like springs which
are too short, but another parameter is used because
bending is independent of compression. In practice,
values from 1.0 to 0.8 give pleasing results. The
choice depends on the desired bending rigidity of the
simulated material. See figure 2 for a comparison be-
tween different materials.

Certainly, a single iteration over all the constraints –
bending and structural – cannot be sufficient, since the
alteration of the length of one spring affects neighbor-
ing springs, which in turn must be adjusted. But fortu-
nately only a few iterations are needed in most cases.
This depends mostly on the resolution of the cloth and
the time step. Clearly, the adjustments are only local
and therefore the information of a changed position is
carried only to the direct neighbors in one iteration.
To inform further particles another iteration is needed,
i.e. the higher the resolution of the particle system the
higher the number of iterations must be. We note, that
the system remains stable even with high resolution
and few iterations but only at the cost of visual qual-
ity.

External forces
There are several kinds of external forces which can
influence the motion of the cloth. The most important
are gravity, user input and collisions with other objects
in the scene. The latter is described in section 4.

Gravity is treated as a normal force affecting each par-
ticle

fgi = 9.81gmi (10)

whereg is a normalized direction vector which points
to the ground. This force is integrated over time as
described in the next section.

User input is done by grabbing some particle with a
suitable pointing device. By moving it around the par-
ticle is also moved. Since it is desirable that the parti-
cle sticks to the pointing device as closely as possible
we directly change the particle position. Because this
change has priority over all other forces or constraints
we set the mass of the particle to infinity. Clearly sev-
eral particles can be constrained in this way.

For acceleration computations we use the concept of
inverse masses as described in [Bar98]. Theminv

i ,
which becomes zero whenmi is infinite, are used as



follows

ai =
fi
mi

= minv
i · fi. (11)

This concept avoids the handling of different cases
and therefore eases computation considerably. For the
evaluation of Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 we simply setm1 = 0
andm2 = 1 if mj is infinite. The effect is, that parti-
cle j is not moved at all, as intended. In the case that
both masses are infinitem1 andm2 are both set zero.

Integration Method
The standard explicit euler integration yields the fol-
lowing two equations, which describe the motion of
the particles over time

vn+1
i = vn

i + dt · fni
mi

(12)

xn+1
i = xn

i + dt · vn+1
i . (13)

This integration method can be implemented easily
and computes efficiently the new particle positions,
but unfortunately it is unstable for large time steps,
when strong forces are involved. Since our method re-
places internal forces by constraints and the external
force of gravity is not high, this is no problem for our
system.

Another problem are rapid changes in particle posi-
tions caused e.g. by collision response or user input
lead to instabilities. To cope with this, [Mey01] pro-
posed to correct the velocities after each time step.
This is equal to correcting it before a time step by

vn
i =

xn
i − xn−1

i

dt
. (14)

The effect of this equation is that the velocities are
given only by the particle positions and therefore
changes in position directly affect the velocity of the
next time step. This increases the stability of the nu-
merical integration. This is not a surprise, because this
integration scheme is equal to the Verlet integration
[Ver97] which updates the position without comput-
ing any velocities by

xn+1
i = −xn−1

i + 2xn
i + dt2

fni
mi

. (15)

This can be seen by substituting Eq. 12 into Eq. 13.
This yields

xn+1
i = xn

i + dt(vn
i + dt · fni

mi
). (16)

By further substituting Eq. 14 into Eq. 16 and rewrit-
ing we get

xn+1
i = xn

i + xn
i − xn−1

i + dt2 · fni
mi

(17)

which is equal to Eq. 15.

As described in [Hua02] the Verlet integration scheme
is one of the best choices for problems with low or no
damping. A damping term can be introduced in the
system by multiplying 14 with an appropriate value.
In our system we are able to set the damping to 1.00,
i.e. no damping occurs. In order to simulate air drag,
we choose an value of 0.99 in the examples shown,
since it damps the movement of the cloth a bit, which
looks more natural.

4. COLLISION DETECTION

Self-Collisions

As can be seen in Fig.1, a proper self-collision han-
dling is mandatory for a cloth animation system. In
general, there are two possibilities for handling self-
collisions: Resolve them after they happened or never
let them occur. Our approach belongs to the latter cat-
egory.

We have decided to solve the problem approximately
by not testing particles against triangles and edges
against each other, but we consider only pairs of parti-
cles. Clearly, we now have to hold the particles a little
bit away from each other to avoid artifacts of not de-
tected intersecting triangles. But this approach saves
a lot of computations. Since we are using a fine trian-
gulation and the distance, which we have to preserve,
depends on the size of the triangles, our approach is
feasible.

In order to keep the particles apart, we simply add con-
straints between nearby particles. These constraints
are like the structural ones used to avoid compression
of the cloth. Due to its simplicity a single test can be
implemented very efficiently. In particular, the com-
mon case, that the particles are not nearby, is carried
out by a few arithmetic operations. Otherwise, the cor-
rection method described above is applied to the par-
ticles.

Nevertheless, a method for reducing the number of
tests has to be applied, because the number of po-
tential nearby particles grows withO(n2). A com-
mon speedup test is to build a bounding volume hier-
archy of the triangles and to test the hierarchy against
itself for collisions. Since we are testing only parti-
cles against each other the hierarchy bases on them not
on triangles. The structure of the hierarchy does not
change during animation and is computed from the flat
cloth in advance. After each time step the hierarchy is
updated from bottom to top. The bounding boxes are
made larger to take into account the distance the parti-
cles should keep. Finally the hierarchy is traversed in
order to find nearby particles.



We have to admit, that our method for self-collision
avoidance can not compete with the more sophisti-
cated ones described in [Pro97, Vol00, Bri02], because
after a self-collision accidently occurs, it can not be re-
paired by our method. But as an approximate method
for interactive VR applications, although not perfectly
robust, it is extremely efficient. Furthermore, it en-
hances the quality of the animation tremendously in
comparison to prior systems, which did not check self-
collisions at all.

Cloth–Environment Collisions
We do not focus in this work on the field of collision
detection between the cloth and a complex environ-
ment. For the examples shown, we implemented a
fast and simple collision detection for spheres and axis
aligned boxes. Since it is easy to calculate the distance
to these primitives, our algorithm is based on particle-
primitive distances and the corresponding normals.

The collision response works as follows. If a particle
is detected to be closer to the primitive surface than
a given thresholdt it is set back in the direction of
the normalized normaln. Let d be the distance of the
particle to the surface, then

rn = n · (t − d) (18)

computes the normal component of our collision re-
sponse. For an approximate modelling of friction we
compute a tangential componentrt by scaling the tan-
gential partdt of the particle movement vector

dt = d− n(d • n) (19)

rt = −cfdt (20)

whered = xn+1
i −xn

i andcf is the friction parameter
(1.0 for friction cancels all the tangential movement).
The final particle position is computed by

xn+1
i + = rn + rt. (21)

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the capabilities of our anima-
tion algorithm, we show several examples. In Fig. 2
a comparison between different bending rigidities is
made. By changing the value of this parameter we are
able to animate different materials. Changing the co-
efficients of the structural constraints is limited since
a value beyond 1.1 does not produce pleasing ani-
mations. They are the result of overly and uneven
stretched triangles.

In Fig. 3 a sequence of an animated tabletop, which
is taken from the accompanying video, is shown. It
validates the soundness of our cloth model since the
animation looks very natural and the user, moving the

tabletop around, gets the impression of dragging real
cloth around. The mesh of the tabletop consists of
1000 particles and the time-stepdt is 0.0083, i.e. four
simulation iterations per frame. The constraints de-
scribing the internal forces were applied four times
per iteration. The other examples were made with the
same time step, but for a higher number of particles
more iterations are necessary.

The implementation was carried out in Java and uses
Java3D for the visualization. The system runs on a a
dual Intel XeonTM processor at 2Ghz. We did not yet
parallelize our animation algorithm. Only the render-
ing routines of Java3D are using the second processor.

6. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an algorithm for animating cloth in
real-time. Our algorithm is stable for large time steps.
This is due to describing internal forces by constraints.
Only external forces like gravity and the changes of
velocities are integrated over time.

Furthermore, our algorithm produces realistic cloth
motions even for cloth with low bending rigidity.
This becomes possible since we include an algorithm,
which avoids self-collisions in a very efficient but ap-
proximate way. Artifacts due to this approximation
occur seldom. Nevertheless, there is room for im-
provement, since the particles have to be kept away
from each other a quite considerable distance. Also,
increasing the number of particles beyond 1600 slows
down the algorithm too much due to self-collision
treatment. In [Pro97, Vol00] methods basing on the
curvature of the cloth are described, which further re-
duce the number of tests to the order of actual colli-
sions. We did not follow these methods, since they
bear a constant overhead, e.g. for computations of
normals, which are not needed in our particle based
approach. For animations of even larger meshes than
the ones used in this paper a closer look at these meth-
ods is certainly necessary.

Moreover, we conclude, that our system is able to an-
imate interactively cloth of different kinds of material
quite well. Although our major concern was not phys-
ical correctness the animations look quite natural. One
open problem is the mapping of measured material
properties of real cloth to our model. Another prob-
lem is the handling of cloth which can be stretched for
more than one tenth of its rest length, since in our sys-
tem no in between forces are acting on the particles.

Finally, we are currently extending our cloth-
environment collision detection algorithm to support
more complex shapes than the ones shown in this pa-
per.
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